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Abstract: For school physical education reform, the biggest trouble at the current stage is not curriculum and teaching 

reform, but that the compulsory implementation of national education laws, regulations and policies has run into a ra-

tionality crisis. Based on the height of such an issue as national construction and security, in such 4 dimensions as im-

plementing national will, responding to social appeals, showing education dignity and reflecting physical education 

patterns, the authors expatiated on the rationality of compulsion at the current stage, and tried to break such dilemmas 

faced by current school physical education reform in China as no execution of orders, no implementation of policies, 

laws and regulations, preaching being more important than laws and contracts as soon as possible via their conception 

about such ways of education governance as legislative regulation on top-level designs, strict accountability on educa-

tion policies, stimulation of the basic level’s power for micro reform, so as to establish a benign running mechanism for 

realizing “unobstructed execution of government orders” in school physical education reform in China. 
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